
Bill Gates ‘Blackmailed’ By Jeffrey Epstein Over Affair With Russian Bridge Player

Description

Remember when Microsoft co-founder Bill Gates said he ‘only had dinner’ with Jeffrey Epstein?

FLASHBACK: Bill Gates is asked if his ex-wife Melinda was warning him about Jeffrey
Epstein sexually compromising him:

Bill responded “No — I had dinner with him, and that's all.” pic.twitter.com/xaVincPcAA

— Benny Johnson (@bennyjohnson) May 21, 2023

Turns out (ok, we’ve known for a while) that’s a total lie – as the two also had a Russian bridge player
in common, Mila Antonova.
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https://t.co/xaVincPcAA
https://twitter.com/bennyjohnson/status/1660330002213158912?ref_src=twsrc^tfw


Mila Antonova, screenshot (YouTube)

 

According to the Wall Street Journal, Gates met Antonova in 2010 at a bridge competition, leading to
an affair. Three years later, after Gates associate Boris Nikolic referred her to Jeffrey Epstein to help
raise $500K for an online bridge business which failed to pan out, Epstein paid for her to attend 
coding classes.

In 2014, Antonova “stayed briefly at an apartment in New York City provided by Epstein” but
claims not to have met with the guy who paid for her education.

Then in 2017, the pedophile financier allegedly blackmailed Gates over the affair – demanding in
an email that the Microsoft co-founder to reimburse him for Antonova’s education. Given the de
minimis amount involved for both men, Gates interpreted this 2017 email as threat to expose his 2010
affair.

So, poor boner-killer Bill was actually an Epstein victim all along, you see, and everyone interviewed
for the report says they knew nothing about Epstein’s pedophile sex-trafficking operation and was
‘disgusted with what he did,’ etc.
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=33h_y_mlP7o
https://twitter.com/elonmusk/status/1517707521343082496?s=20


Jes Staley, Lawrence Summers, Jeffrey Epstein, Bill Gates, Boris Nikolic

 

But in March of 2013, long before the two had thrown out their BFF bracelets, they were hanging out 
at the house of Thorbjørn Jagland, then chair of the Nobel Peace Prize committee where the pair
allegedly discussed ” the security situation in Afghanistan as part of Mr. Gates’ work on polio
eradication,” according to a spokeswoman for the billionaire. We’re sure.

While he was working on the charitable fund, Epstein met in 2013 with Gates and 
Norwegian officials who were visitors to Epstein’s townhouse. Epstein told one former 
Gates Foundation employee that he knew the Norwegians, and could help Gates win 
a Nobel Peace Prize for his efforts to eradicate polio.

Here’s what else is contained in the report (some known, some unknown).

“Starting in 2011, Gates had more than a half dozen meetings scheduled with Epstein,
including dinners at Epstein’s New York townhouse, documents show. “
Gates flew on Epstein’s ‘lolita express’ plane from New Jersey to Florida in March, 2013. “
That same month the two men met in France with an official on the Nobel Peace Prize 
committee.” (that official being its chair, Thorbjørn Jagland)

While he was working on the charitable fund, Epstein met in 2013 with Gates and 
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Norwegian officials who were visitors to Epstein’s townhouse. Epstein told one former 
Gates Foundation employee that he knew the Norwegians, and could help Gates win 
a Nobel Peace Prize for his efforts to eradicate polio.

In 2012, Epstein pitched Gates on a failed investment in a multibillion-dollar, JPMorgan-
run charitable fund with a minimum contribution of $100 million.

The deal went sideways. In messages to Jes Staley and Mary Erdoes, Epstein essentially coached
the JPMorgan execs on how to pitch the fund to Gates’ team.

“In essence this [fund] will allow Bill to have access to higher quality people , investment , allocation ,
governance without upsetting either his marriage or the sensitvites of the current foundation
employees,” Epstein wrote on Aug. 16, 2011.

The next day, Epstein wrote: “Bill is terribly frustrated. He woud! like to boost some of the things that
are working without taking away from thoses that are not.”

Six weeks later on Oct. 2, Epstein sent another email to Staley and Erdoes criticizing a JPMorgan
presentation. “the presentation , is not tailored to bill.. He is the only person , the only one, that counts.”

The charitable fund never got off the ground. “The firm didn’t need him as a client,” a 
JPMorgan spokesman said of Epstein. “The firm didn’t need him for introductions. Knowing 
what we know today, we wish we had never done business with him.” A spokesman for the 
bank said Erdoes declined to comment. A lawyer for Staley, who is no longer at JPMorgan, 
didn’t respond to a request for comment. Staley has previously said he regrets his 
friendship with Epstein. -WSJ

But – given that this deal fell through in 2012 or so, and the two were hobnobbing at the Nobel Peace
Price Committee Chairman’s house in 2013, it’s obvious that the two mended fences and moved on.

by Tyler Durden
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https://www.zerohedge.com/s3/files/inline-images/gates epstein1a.png?itok=-k9vheFV
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